


 

 

 

 

 

 

Author Photo & Biography Guide Sheet 
 

You are about to begin a grand adventure -- publishing a book!  It is a feat few can claim.  Sure, since the 

advent of the Internet, more people than ever before are self-publishing, but statistically speaking, 

published writers are still few and far between. 

So, congratulations on beginning your journey toward that ultimate end.  Outskirts Press will be with 

you every step of the way.  We are committed to making your book the best it can be. 

And you can help us by providing a great author photo and a great author biography.   There are several 

things you can do to ensure that your author photo and biography are as good as possible. 

 

Author Photo Best Practices 

In order of preference, here are the recommended methods for getting your author photo: 

1. Go to a professional photography studio and buy the full rights to use the images they take. 

 

2. Have someone take an original, new photograph of you solely for the purposes of your book 

and its marketing. 

 

3. Find a suitable (see below) photograph of yourself from among your previous pictures. 

 

  



 
 

Regardless of which method you choose, here are some important considerations, especially if you 

are opting for method #2 or #3. 

• Science and psychology suggest that we draw conclusions about people based upon their 
photograph in 40 milliseconds.  Your author photo has to be perfect -- every second counts! 

 

• A man can never look bad in a suit when posing for an author photo.  Wear a dark suit with a 

light-colored button-down shirt and a tie, in front of a clutter-free background.  Don't own a 

suit?  Borrow one.  Or rent one.  Alternatively, wear the nicest clothes you own.  Skip the t-

shirt and cargo pants, please!  

 

• A woman should wear a suit or a professional blouse or a conservative dress. A psychology 

study proved that all the traits you're shooting for with a professional author photo are 

increased when opting for conservative attire over "sexy" attire. There's a place for those 

kinds of pictures; the back of your book is not one of them.  

 

• The orientation of the photo should always be portrait style (not landscape), and should 

attempt to be roughly twice as high as it is wide.  

 

• A man's photo should optimally be shot head-to-chest; don't cut yourself off at the neck and 

don't include the full body.   

 

• A woman's photo should optimally be shot head-to-waist; don't cut it off at the neck and don't 

include the full body. 

 

• It may go without saying, but do not cut off the top of your head. 
 

• You should always be facing the camera.  Your readers want to see your face, not your back.  

Studies demonstrate that if you're a man, you should consider looking slightly off-camera.  If 

you're a woman, you should consider looking directly into the camera.  

 

• Try squinting your eyes ever so slightly. Data suggests that normal wide eyes can look fearful, 

uncertain, or vulnerable, while a slightly squinted expression (don't overdo it!) can increase 

perceptions of confidence and comfort.  

 

• Do not wear sunglasses in your author photo.  Blocking your eyes is scientifically proven to 

cause negative perceptions of your image, like untrustworthiness.  

 

• Avoid harsh lights or dark, obscuring shadows on your face or in the background. These are 

psychologically proven to drop perceptions of competence and influence. 

 



 
 

• Avoid overly gregarious expressions.  It's okay to smile, and if you're proud of your teeth, 

show them off. Studies have shown that a teeth-showing smile increases overall perceptions 

of likability, approachability, and competence.  

 

• Unless you have a co-author, no one belongs in your author photo except you. Leave the 

family, friends, pets, guns, and cars behind the camera.  This is your moment.  

Once you have a number of photographs that meet the above criteria, put them to the ultimate 

social test to pick the best one. Upload them to www.PhotoFeeler.com for real, unbiased feedback 

on exactly what your photograph says about you.  If you are writing non-fiction, you want to come 

across as knowledgeable and competent. If you are writing fiction, you want to come across as 

imaginative and adventurous. If you are writing a children's book, you want to come across as 

empathetic and nurturing.  

 

Author Biography Best Practices 

Studies indicate that your photograph is responsible for 90% of someone's initial perceptions of 

you, so your biography accounts for only 10%. It's still important, so make it the best 10% it can 

be!   

Pick one name for your writing career and stick with it. Use the same exact name whenever you 

write or publish anything, whether it is a novel, a poem, a recipe, an article, or a blog post.  If you 

wish to use a pseudonym (pen name) instead of your real name, that's okay; just commit to that 

pseudonym with all your writing. It's hard enough getting name recognition with one name, much 

less two. 

Your author biography should be brief, and pack a powerful punch -- meaning every word counts! 

It should be more than 50 words and less than 100.  Your biography should include topical 

expertise, details about your relevant professional life, and details about your other relevant, 

topical publications. If you feel compelled to include personal information, limit it to one single, 

simple sentence at the end.  

Pick at least one Internet platform or presence, and always include it in your biography.  This can 

be a website/webpage address, or your Facebook or Twitter handle, or the URL of your blog.  Do 

not list six or seven different places.  Just focus on your best, most-frequently updated one. 
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